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THE OKALOOSA COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
_________________SCHOOL/CENTER
STUDENT ELECTION OF PERSONAL PURCHASE AND RESPONSIBILITY WAIVER
2012-2013 SCHOOL YEAR
This waiver is required for parents that want to purchase an electronic device for their student so
that the computers can be used at the school/center in a program requiring individual computer
use. This waiver is intended for the facility listed above only. In order for your student to be
allowed to use an electronic device at the school/center that you purchase, you agree to the
following:
_______

The device (selected by site administrator) must meet the following minimum
specifications:
 iPad 2, 32 GB of storage or better (no other tablets accepted)
 Laptop System Specs: PC Required, Windows 7 (32-bit), Intel i3-2330M
CPU @ 2.2GHz, 4GB Ram (32-bit limited)450GB HDD, CDRW/DVDRW

_______

I understand that at no time will the school/center be held liable for any damage,
loss, theft, etc. that occurs to the electronic device while it is on campus. I also
understand that it is my responsibly to see to the maintenance of the device. In the
event the device is unusable for any length of time, I understand my student is
responsible for work to be turned in on time regardless and that may require using
a textbook or other paper based media.

_______

While at the school/center the CyberNet network will be available to my child.
This is a content filtered internet connection. If the electonic device uses some
other connection to the internet (3G, broadband, etc) while at the school/center the
student may be in violation of the Acceptable Use Agreement and may have their
device collected as a result.

_______

The school/center may install instructional related software on my child’s
personal electronic device at any time.

_______

I cannot purchase insurance from the school for a device I own. I understand
should I want insurance protection for the electronic device that there are
companies online that will sell individual computer insurance to parents.

_______

The electronic device must be available for the first day of instruction.

_______

If a PC laptop is purchased, antivirus software is required.

_______

The school/center Principal can revoke this waiver at any time for any reason.

I agree to all the terms listed above.

Parent Signature ________________________________________ Date _________________

